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Abstract— 

Computation that employees perform on their desktop and 
the management of the desktop computing infrastructure to 
the cloud, the need for securing such cloud-hosted user 
computing tasks and environments become paramount. In 
this paper, we present Venia, a secure cloud-based desktop 
computing platform designed to protect against both 
external and internal threats. Accessible to end-users 
through a thin Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) client Venia 
isolates end-user’s applications and data into containers and 
subjects the interactions with and among the containers to 
security policies. Following a principle of least privilege, 
Venia security policies control user’s access to containers, 
network and file system interaction of the containers, cross-
container data sharing and also enables collection of detailed 
logs for auditing purpose. Venia has been deployed to a 3rd 
party test environment where it demonstrated that end-
users can perform the tasks they need on a daily basis, 
without introducing greater risk to the overall organization, 
and its currently undergoing security and performance 
evaluation by an independent evaluation team. 

1. INTRODUCTION   

The next step within the trend of moving backend services 
and supporting computing infrastructure to the cloud, is to 
maneuver end-user computing and its supporting 
infrastructure to the cloud additionally. Cloud computing 
provides economy of scale, eliminates the headache of 
computer code and hardware management and 
maintenance, and permits on-demand scaling and pay as you 
utilize rating. Properly architected, moving end-user 
computation to the cloud will offer a security profit. A 
conscientious cloud seller can offer stronger perimeter 
protection, specialised employees, and established tools, 
techniques and procedures for handling security incidents 
than a typical enterprise will generally deploy. However, 
sharing machine resources within the cloud presents a brand 
new set of security challenges for ensurinorganization and 
even worse, users from completely different organizations 
cannot breach security to attain malicious objectives. 

2. Related Work 

Secure Desktop computing in the cloud Current solutions for 
desktop computing within the cloud square measure  based 
off of a Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) approach.  

VDI could be a variety of virtualization wherever entire 
desktop solutions are hosted within the cloud, so accessed 
employing a skinny consumer, usually with RDP. One such 
technology is Horizon seven  by VMWare. in hand with these 
solutions is their wholesale exporting of the desktop 
atmosphere to the cloud. While helping to modify the digital 
geographic point and providing a centralized management 
over resource and network access, these solutions still 
maintain the appliance primarily based security problems 
inherent in a very ancient desktop. 

3. Design Goals And Approach 

The main style goals for Venia were:  

• Role-specific UCEs: UCEs for individual users ought to  
consist of role-specific application bundles, wherever a job 
defines that desktop applications and resources area unit 
required to perform a particular job connected operate. A 
single user might have multiple roles, presumably requiring 
use of applications from multiple operative systems (e.g., 
Linux and Windows) in a very single role, and resources will 
be shared among completely different roles.  

• Enterprise-specific security management and auditing:  

Interaction between end-user skinny consumer and UCE 
ought to be encrypted. Resource access, data sharing and use 
of UCEs ought to be subject to enterprise-specific security 
controls and auditing policies.  

• End-user expertise: End-user experience shouldn't  change 
drastically from exploitation desktop atmosphere, in 
particular, end-users shouldn't need to re-authenticate 
themselves for role specific resource access, ought to realize 
familiar applications in their UCE, and be able to cut and 
paste wherever allowed by the enterprise policy.  

• Administration: Venia ought to give a straightforward 
approach for administrators to outline enterprise-specific 
security and auditing policies, and a straightforward to 
outline role-specific application bundles and instantiating 
user-specific UCEs. To attain these goals, Venia was designed 
as distinct components a collection of microservices 
establishing the required enterprise IT services for a useful 
corporate infrastructure, a User cipher atmosphere (UCE) 
that defines the end-user space, together with their desktop, 
keep files and applications. 
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A. Enterprise IT Services as Microservices  Enterprise IT 
services play a necessary and vital half in a corporate 
infrastructure. These services area unit liable for, among 
others, managing user access and authorization, and 
managing shared resources, like email servers, printers, and 
centralized filesystems. Venia contains a collection of 
microservices for performing aspects of those IT 
management functions, independent of the end-users space. 
Separating individual aspects of IT management 
responsibilities into distinct microservices that interoperate 
via a well-defined Representational State Transfer (REST) 
Application Programming Interface (API), and subjecting 
these interactions to strict security controls and auditing [6] 
reduces the chance of abusing the UCEs through the 
enterprise IT services, resulting in associate degree overall 
reduction of the attack surface of the UCEs.  

Venia contains four microservices:  

• User Service: provides the initial entry purpose into the 
Venia system, via a web-portal, and contains all of the 
business logic for authenticating a user against a directory 
service, like Active Directory, and obtaining all of their out 
there roles.  

• Virtue Service: The Virtue Service coordinates 
communications between the opposite microservices, and is 
responsible for constructing the UCE. Once created, the only 
reference the UCE maintains back to the microservices is for 
coverage work events. This eliminates the potential for 
lateral attacks on the enterprise assets.  

• sensing element Service: The sensing element service 
aggregates all of the logs across the Venia system. This 
centralized service provides the required observance and 
analysis of system activities.  

• Admin Service: The admin service provides for the 
definition, management, and dissemination of policies 

B. User Compute Environment (UCE) 

UCE supports the acquainted daily interaction of the end-
user to perform their daily tasks. The Venia UCE may be a 
single cloud� based mostly machine instance that uses 
policy controlled containers to protect every Virtue, 
providing application isolation, and the ability to tightly 
management and monitor all actions and interactions. The 
UCE incorporates security mechanisms at multiple levels to 

ensure Associate in Nursing operational end-user expertise, 
whereas maintaining the goals and objectives of the policy. 

4. Implementation 

The current version of Venia is enforced as Associate in 
Nursing Amazon Web Services (AWS) application. This 
implementation consisted of two-subnets running in a very 
single Virtual Private Network (VPC). The sub-nets were 
divided between enterprise microservices in one, and UCEs 
in another. The only microservices that area unit accessible 
outside of the VPC area unit the Admin service, for policy 
construction, and also the Login service, for UCE creation. 

A. UCE Implementation  

Each Virtue lives through one LXC The display of every 
Virtue is shared to the host’s X Server show to give a unified 
desktop look. The displays of every Virtue are shown within 
the sort of another window that identifies the containing 
Virtue. The Windows instance is connected throughRDP 
inside every Virtue on Associate in Nursing application basis. 
this permits Windows applications to own native support 
with the appearance of being on one seamless desktop 
among the Virtue. UNIX system applications area unit 
supported through the LXC containers the Virtues live to tell 
the tale. A writing board manager at the host level has been 
other to manage copy-paste options between the Virtue 
windows.  

B. Demonstrative Examples 

To verify our policy approach, we created and tested a few  
unique Virtues to exercise the capabilities of the system. 
Each of these Virtues were defined to address a specific 
security, or operational scenario. 

5. Evaluation 

To evaluate VENIA, we have a tendency to performed a 
series of performance overhead tests to estimate user 
perceptible overhead. For these many typical user 
operations, and compared against a regular desktop 
environment. every take a look at was conducted thrice, and 
the average was computed For these measurements, the 
quality desktop system was a VM on physically native 
hardware with four processor cores and 8GB of memory. 
VENIA was running on AWS t2.xlarge with four processors 
and 16GB of memory. To verify our policy approach, we have 
a tendency to created and tested many unique Virtues to 
exercise the capabilities of the system. Each of these Virtues 
were outlined to handle a particular security, or operational 
state of affairs. The automobile industry is investing in 
autonomous vehicles for driverless cars, which will have to 
analyze and make decisions on data that pertains to their 
surroundings for movements and directions. These vehicles 
need to transmit Data to the manufacturers so that they can 
track their usage and also get the required maintenance 
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alerts. The data will be transmitted through networks 
resulting in congestion. To achieve low latency when 
accessing the network, it is necessary for the manufacturers 
to device new effective computing ways  

6. CONCLUSION 

As more front-end applications and computation continue to 
migrate to the cloud, the need for a secure and usable 
platform is paramount. With Venia, we have demonstrated 
an architecture for a secure cloud-based end-user computing 
solution. With this architecture, we were successful in 
separating enterprise IT functions from end-user tasks, 
which helped to reduce the amount of information available 
to an attacker while still providing an operable environment 
for the user. We further emonstrated that enterprise specific 
security controls and auditing requirements can be enforced 
on the UCEs, and provided an easy to use administrative toll 
to construct well�defined policies for Virtues. Initial results 
show that running the applications in virtues within cloud-
based UCEs subject to the applicable security controls and 
auditing policies do not drastically change the user’s 
perception of the applications’ response time, or constrain 
access to and use of information and resources they need to 
perform their job functions. 
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